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Item # 8 
YALSA Board of Directors Meeting 

Conference Call 
March 5, 2009 

 
Topic: Post Conference Reports 
 
Background: Chairs were asked to submit a report of what work they’ve 

accomplished at or since Midwinter.  During the conference call, each 
Board Liaison will have the opportunity to summarize and share any 
concerns their member groups may have.  As of March 3rd, the 
following groups were missing reports: Magazine Selection Task 
Force, PreConference Planning Committee, Teen Advisory Groups, 
Teen Space Guidelines Task Force and the Regional Advisory Board. 

 
Action Required:   Discussion 
 

 
COMMITTEENAME = Advocacy Task Force  
CHAIR = Ma'lis Wendt  
EMAIL = mwendt@nyc.rr.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Dawn Rutherford  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To help plan and carry out the second phase of YALSA's "@ Your 
Library Campaign", which will be implemented in 2009, by creating and disseminating resources 
for YALSA members and library staff which enable them to reach library stakeholders such as 
board members, library directors and principals with messages about the importance of library 
services and resources for teens.  
OUTCOMES = We had two meetings which were very productive.  Since all members except 
the chair are new to the Task Force, we spent time reviewing past work and ideas for Year 2.  
Following is a summary of our discussions:28 Days of Advocacy Project -- We will use some of 
these posts for the Advocacy Wiki. Content to be developed for Year 2 project -- with the aim to 
serve beginning YA librarians, but with applications for anyone Content areas:      
Developmental issues (how libraries increase teen's abilities/skills)        
School advocacy network with AASL 
Adapt useful information from PLA Tool Kit and other ALA websites 
Grants 
Webcasts/videos 
Crime reduction by teens with more library visits/use (graffiti study?) 
Other studies and statistics     
Advocacy vocabulary for sound bites 
Advocacy activities 
Process areas: 
Statistics -- what to collect and how to present them 
Action Plan 
Stories to illustrate needs of teens 
How to prepare for a discussion with legislators, director, principal 
Program possibilities: 
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Midwinter 2010 Preconference  "Tune up/Refresher on Advocacy for Trainers of Serving the 
Underserved"         
Annual 2010 -- Program with YALSA Legislation Committee -- "Yes We Can in a Changing 
World of Information" 
Timetable: 
2009 -- gather and organize content for the Advocacy Wiki 
2010 -- roll out of content to the wiki with publicity 
2010/2011 -- Grass roots/community campaign in conjunction with Teen Legislative Network  
idea proposed by YALSA Legislation Committee  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Task force members are participating in the 28 Days of Advocacy Blog project.  
They are also searching for information in the areas mentioned in the discussion summary above.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = All members attended second meeting.  Since several members have 
multiple committee assignments, not all were able to attend the All Committee session.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = 
GUESTS = 
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Update on our discussions. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Alex Awards  
CHAIR = Priscille Dando  
EMAIL = priscille.dando@fcps.edu  
BOARDLIAISON = Erin Helmrich  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = "The charge of this committee is to select from the previous year’s 
publications ten books written for adults that have special appeal to young adults, ages 12 
through 18."  
OUTCOMES = The committee deliberated among 53 nominated titles and chose the final ten 
books to be the official Alex Awards list.  They were presented at the ALA Youth Media Awards 
conference. Finalized plans for the Alex Program to be presented at Annual.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER = WORKPLAN = New Alex Chair, Sarah Hill, is organizing the 2010 
committee and they have begun their work requesting titles, reading and discussing them.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None at this time, however closer to Annual the committee would 
be interested in publicizing the Alex Program and the authors attending through the YALSA 
blog, wiki, and other means.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS = None  
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YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Transition between chairs, effective meetings. 
 
 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Amazing Audiobooks for Young Adults   
CHAIR = Lee Catalano  
EMAIL = leec@multcolib.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Francisca Goldsmith  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select, annotate, and present for publication an annual list of 
notable audio recordings significant to young adults from those released in the past two years. 
OUTCOMES = We debated, created and annotated our list of 2009's Amazing Audiobooks 
(http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/yalsa/booklistsawards/amazingaudiobooks/09aaya.cfm).  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER = 
 WORKPLAN = The work of the 2009 Amazing Audiobooks for Young Adults committee was 
completed at Midwinter 2009.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Our published list included audiobooks from eight publishers, more 
publishers than in any other year -- reflecting, I think, the increased interest in audiobooks by the 
industry.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = I was pleased that we had a number of guests listen to our deliberations.  I collected a 
form from each, and left these at the YALSA desk in Denver.  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We participated in the Leadership Development training with 
Francisca.  I find her to be a most responsive board liaison, with many, many good ideas 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for Young Adults CHAIR = 
Angela Carstensen  
EMAIL = carstnsna@yahoo.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Kim Patton 
 FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To annually select the best nonfiction title published for young 
adults between November 1 of the preceding year and October 31 of the current year, available 
in English in the United States and, if desired, to also select honor titles. OUTCOMES = We 
spent most of our time discussing our charge, eligibility rules and procedures.  Also, we each 
brought a nonfiction book published within the last 4-5 years that we thought could have won the 
award had it existed at that time. This worked well to provoke discussion about criteria.  We also 
discussed the eligible books we had all received by early January.  Our discussions did bring up 
many concerns and questions, which are listed below under  "Concerns." I have been in contact 
with Kim Patton in hopes of getting some answers. I also informed the committee that I have 
requested a program at Annual 2010 celebrating the first winner and honor books for the award. 
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ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER = We hope to both publish and have a program in the future. 
WORKPLAN = We will continue to request titles from publishers, read and discuss as many as 
possible before Annual, at which point each committee member should have nominated 3 titles 
for discussion.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = I submitted a brief statement to Erin Downey Howerton for 
publication in the next YAttitudes about this new committee. 
 EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = As this is a new committee, we are struggling with the charge and procedures a 
bit.  Here are the questions that came up in our discussions: 
We had a conversation about books that publishers peg as for ages 10-12.  May we consider 
them, if they seem to be appropriate for (and of interest to) the younger spectrum of our 12-18 
age group? [Kim Patton has already reassured me that we should consider these titles, as long as 
the committee can see their appeal for the 12-18 age group.] What was the reasoning behind the 
designation of 3 nominations each by Annual and three each by November?  Is that a maximum 
or a minimum? We are instructed to vote a straw poll at Annual. If some nominations receive 0 
votes, do they stay on the nomination list that we release in January? Do we have any leeway 
with that final nominations list? Will the winner/honor books automatically be added to BBYA 
list? [Kim has answered that this is up to the BBYA chairperson.] If a book is by both an author 
and illustrator or photographer is the award granted dually? May we telephone the winner on the 
Sunday of Midwinter, after turning in our decision to the Press Office (like Printz)? [Kim has 
said this should be fine, and that I should schedule this with Beth Yoke to make sure we have a 
place & time for this phone call to happen.] Is there still an effort being made to find a sponsor 
for this award?   
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We met on Saturday morning at the YALSA leadership meeting, at 
which time my committee has not yet met. So it was a very general conversation and greeting.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Baker & Taylor Award Jury   
CHAIR = Geri Diorio  
EMAIL = dioriog@aol.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Kimberly Patton  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select annually two librarians (one from a school, one from a 
public library) who work directly with young adults to receive the Baker & Taylor/YALSA 
Conference Grant.  
OUTCOMES = We read fourtheen grant applications, rated then, discussed them via e-mail and 
in person at the MidWinter Meeting, and chose the two winners. We also suggested changes to 
the committee handbook for future committees to consider.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
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WORKPLAN = The jury was formed after the '08 annual conference.  Between July 2008 and 
January 2009, we set monthly goals and communicated via e-mail as to how we were 
accomplishing them.  This worked very well.  I set clear deadlines for when we needed to 
accomplish things and the committee met those deadlines.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Rosemary Honnold contacted one of our committee members and 
asked for 250 words on the award and on how the receipients will use it.  We will get this to her 
by July 2009.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We spoke about how to properly recognize the good work the jury 
did.  I was able to obtain YALSA letterhead and I wrote letters of appreciation to my jury 
members' directors, acknowledging their good work. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Best Books for Young Adults 2009  
CHAIR = Rollie Welch  
EMAIL = rwelch@cpl.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Dawn Rutherford  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select from the year's publications, significant adult and young 
adult books; to annotate the selected titles. 
The list presents books published in the past 16 months that are recommended reading for young 
adults 12 to 18. 
It is a general list of fiction and nonfiction titles selected for their proven or potential appeal to 
the personal reading tastes of the young adult.  
OUTCOMES = The committee nominated 224 young adult works that encompasses a wide 
range of work that provides a cross-section of publishing in the committee's assigned time range.  
These titles were whittled down to a final list of 86 titles along with a top ten.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The committee read to nominate and evaluated the titles throughout the year. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = YALS editor RoseMary Honnold sat in on many of the committee's 
meeting and the teen feedback session.  She will submit an article to YALS about the importance 
and function of BBYA and how it dovetails with the teen feedback session.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = Open committee sessions throughout.  
CONCERNS = There coninues to be much concern about the reading load of BBYA.  But I must 
say, the committee stepped up during the Midwinter conference and read at night to boost 
readship on specific titles.  Summer Hayes and I discussed possiblities of ways of lessening 
reading but for every potential positive there seems to be backlash. For example:  Requiring a 
second nomination to become an official nomination may lessen the total number of nominations 
but the bulk of nominations may come in the fall and burden the committee.  Also there may be 
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only a few titles to discuss at Annual.  But that said, of our 224 titles only 2 had less than the 
required minimum for a yes nomination of 9. Of the 224 nominations, 55 had full readership by 
the committee.  We had 186 of the titles having 12 or more readers.  This is an outstanding 
commitment for volunteer committee.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Established contact channels and passed the contact information to 
Summer Hayes who has a closer regional situation to her.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = BWI/YALSA Collection Development  Grant   
CHAIR = Catherine Schaeffer  
EMAIL = cmschaeffer@kcls.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Mary Hastler  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To award $1,000 for collection development to YALSA members 
who represent a public library and who work directly with young adults ages 12 to 18. Up to two 
grants will be awarded annually. OUTCOMES = Because two of our five members are virtual 
members, we evaluated the applications and awarded the grant before Midwinter Conference.  
We spent the time at All Committee discussing ongoing issues for the grant. Concern:  Lack of 
continuity of information from year to year  
Explanation:  I did not receive any information about how the committee had functioned in the 
past.  When I contacted the previous chair, I was surprised by the amount of detail she was able 
to share about the specifics of how the committee worked.   Goal:  Create a space where basic 
procedures, promotional efforts, timelines and trends can be recorded so that future committees 
can build on the previous year’s accomplishments rather than starting from scratch each year. 
Suggested solution:  Create a wiki as an information repository (not a group working 
space)Concern:  The number of grant applications Explanation:  We had 18 grant applications 
this year.  For an organization of 5,000 members, that seems surprisingly low, but we did not 
have enough historical information to know if this was unusual. Goal:  Increase awareness of the 
BWI/YALSA Collection Development Grant Suggested measurement:  Try to get at least one 
application from each state this year.Suggested action 1:  Create a “What YALSA can do for 
you!” type handout to highlight YALSA’s grants and the advocacy toolkit.  Distribute it through 
at the various state and regional conferences. Suggested action 2:  Write an article for the 
September YALS highlighting this year’s winners.  Include application information.Suggested 
action 3:  Add a java or flash “slide show” of this year’s grant winners to the YALSA home 
page.  (Sample free code http://www.codebrain.com/java/codebrainsnapshot/index2.html 
Sample library application  www.kcls.org )  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Send replies to applicants who did not receive the grant award. 
Request a wiki.  If approved, add information about this year’s committee. 
Write an article for September YALS. Continue to promote the BWI/YALSA grant. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = We would like to see a simple, one page handout highlighting 
YALSA’s grants and other services (the advocacy toolkit?).  This could be distributed at the state 
conferences and to new members. 
We were asked to contribute an article for the September issue of YALS. 
EFFECTIVENESS = 3  
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ABSENTMEMBERS = Daisy Porter (Virtual member) Denise Byers (Virtual member)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = See “What were the outcomes or results of your group’s work at this 
past conference?” 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Committee on Professional Ethics  
CHAIR = Dr. Nancy Zimmerman  
EMAIL = npz@sc.edu  
BOARDLIAISON = Judy Nelson  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The Council Committee on Professional Ethics shall augment the 
ALA Code of Ethics by explanatory interpretations and additional statements, prepared by the 
committee or elicited from other units of ALA, and shall review and approve proposed 
statements on ethical issues before adoption by the originating units or committees to ensure 
consistency with the ALA Code of Ethics.  
OUTCOMES = COPE held a 70th Anniversary celebration of ALA's Code of Ethics with an 
excellent program featuring speaker Rush Kidder, director of the Institute for Global Ethics.  He 
spoke about ALa's Code, its importance and why we face ethical questions every day in our 
work.  This was particularly relevant to those of us who work with and around young people. 
COPE is planning a program at annual/Chicago entitled "Alice through the Youtude"...ethical 
situations on video.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = COPE will finalize their program.  If at all possible I would recommend that 
YALSA offer to co-sponsor or make sure we let our members know about this very important 
program.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = A heads up about this upcoming program and its relevance to 
YALSA's work and members 
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = N/A  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = I am the baord liaison from YALSA to COPE  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Diversity Campaign Taskforce   
CHAIR = Alexandra Tyle-Annen  
EMAIL = atyle@homerlibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Francisca Goldsmith  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To help plan and carry out the first phase of YALSA's diversity 
campaign which will be launched in 2008, including: promoting the Spectrum Scholarship, 
judging applicants for a conference scholarship for a member with a diverse background to 
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attend ALA's 2008 Annual conference and establishing connections with appropriate ALA 
Affiliate organizations, and to provide a final report to the Board of their activities and 
recommendations for the Midwinter 2009 Board meeting. Taskforce size: 5-7 members. 
OUTCOMES = * summarizing last year's activities 
* recommendations for the committee 
* discussing the new activities the new chair will lead 
* members who were past chairs gave advice to our new chair  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN =  
Incoming Chair: Alma Ramos-McDermott -- Our workplan is to have e-mail discussions about 
the various tasks and how much we can accomplish before Annual. I have e-mailed the BCALA 
Conference chairs to find out their deadline for submitting program proposals. I have e-mailed 
our YALSA liaison to find out answers to some of the questions proposed by the committee 
during our meeting so that we can know how to proceed in an orderly fasion. Once we receive 
answers to these questions, we can proceed with e-mail discussions and/or Skype talks if 
everyone has Skype. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Incoming Chair: Alma Ramos-McDermott --
No news at the moment.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None 
GUESTS = New member: Jennifer Velasquez (New Board Member)  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
Communication, working with your taskforce, and handing over the chair position 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Division and Membership Promotion   
CHAIR = Shannon Peterson  
EMAIL = shannon.peterson@gmail.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Christine Allen  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To develop and pursue an aggressive and continuous campaign to 
recruit and retain members for the Young Adults Library Services Association, to promote the 
Association to our professional colleagues and to key partners as defined in the YALSA 
Strategic Plan, and to select annually two librarians (one from a school, one from a public 
library) who work directly with young adults to receive the Baker & Taylor/YALSA Conference 
Grant.  
OUTCOMES = Last fall, DMP was charged with analyzing the YALSA membership survey 
results. This was completed via an electronic workgroup the first week of November '08. We 
were also asked to discuss the results in a YALS article which is currently in progress by several 
members of the group. The article should be completed by the first week of February. In the 
preconference report, it was noted that a portion of our function statement is incorrect, as DMP is 
no longer charged with awarding the Baker and Taylor award. This was discussed with the 
organization and bylaws committee and we expect a quick resolution. We also discussed the 
group's desire to become a  committee YALSA blog. We thought it would be a useful tool for us 
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to share information on our annual 101 program, survey results, highlight new or continuing 
YALSA members, etc Finally, we were energized by the possibilities inherent to the YALSA 
Road Trip initiative as we often discuss the  desire to reach/local regional groups regarding 
membership. We also discussed the idea of offering regional YALSA reps to plan  informal 
networking opportunities, distribute information, etc. We hope to flush out this idea and gather 
information on the current status of Road Trip participants before/during the annual meeting.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Until Annual, our group is focusing on the following tasks: 
 -Recruiting members to staff the YALSA booth. We plan to do this through the various YALSA 
electronic forums, talking to our own regional networks, and to MLS programs with YALSA 
student members with whom are in contact with.  
 -Dividing tasks and working on the YALSA 101 e-course. We hope to have the majority of 
content available by Annual. We do have a few questions regarding the possibility of embedding 
testimonial and video into the course, which if possible, may take slightly longer than expected 
to complete. (We discussed offering some kind of YALSA "swag" for librarians or TAGS to 
submit testimonials of how YALSA effects their personal and/or professional lives.)  
-We would like to setup a page on the private YALSA wiki to keep track of workgroup tasks and 
house documents. I will submit a request to do so.  
-We will begin to prepare for the YALSA 101 program at Annual.  
-Get in contact with YALSA pub. committee to discuss DMP committee monthly blog post.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Julie Thomas Bartel  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Stephanie Martinez, Karen Diane Odom  
GUESTS = Dawn Rutherford, to discuss the possibility of DMP working on the YALSA mentor 
program in the future.  
CONCERNS = Budget cuts effecting conference attendance. See below.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = The inability of at least one of our members (still trying to connect 
with a second) regarding the inability to attend "any future conferences" due to system budget 
issues. Following midwinter, I will request that this member apply to a future virtual 
membership, to begin following annual.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Editorial Advisory Board   
CHAIR = Sarah English  
EMAIL = senglish@omahapubliclibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Christine Allen  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To serve as advisor to the editors of YALS and YAttitudes on the 
content of the journal and newsletter by assisting with soliciting contributors and articles and 
generating ideas for topical or theme issues when requested from the editor(s), and by reviewing 
scholarly submissions to the publications.  
OUTCOMES = As our committee is a virtual one we did not meet at Midwinter. 
STRATEGIESOTHER = n/a  
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WORKPLAN = By Annual we will have reviewed all article submissions for YALS that the 
editor has forwarded for input, and assisted in whatever additional capacity that we were able to.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = n/a  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Kimberly Bolan Melissa Dease Teri Lesesne Angela Leeper Sarah 
Ludwig  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = In our small group during Leadership I shared with Christine and 
others at the table that the flow of activity for the committee varied--sometimes there are 6 
articles to review and at other times there are none. Recruiting submissions from library school 
students may provide a larger pool of articles to select from for content. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = MAE Award Jury  
CHAIR = Monique le Conge  
EMAIL = monique_leconge@ci.richmond.ca.us  
BOARDLIAISON =  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To promote the M. A. E. Award for a Young Adult Reading or 
Literature Program and solicit applications; and to annually select a recipient, when a suitable 
winner is indicated. OUTCOMES = 1.  Selected Valerie H. Nicholson as the 2009 Award 
Recipient & prepared press release.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,research,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = 1.  Article for YALS:  editor asked the committee for a short article about the 
award and past winners, what they have done with the money, etc.  The deadline for this article 
is July 1, 2009. 
2.  The committee would like to create an online application process:  will work with YALSA 
Office to discuss feasibility, process, etc. 
3.  The committee will adapt the Booklist Award handbook to the MAE award between the 
Midwinter conference and the Annual conference to have a completed handbook available.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Have already been in contact; article to be submitted by deadline.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Beth Willoughby (virtual member)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
 
COMMITTEENAME = (Margaret A.) Edwards Award, 2009  
 CHAIR = David C. Mowery  
EMAIL = d.mowery@brooklynpubliclibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Cindy Welch  
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FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select a living author or coauthor whose book or books, over a 
period of time, have been accepted by young people as an authentic voice that continues to 
illuminate their experiences and emotions, giving insight into their lives.  The book or books 
should enable them to understand themselves, the world in which they live, and their relationship 
with others and with society.  
OUTCOMES = 1. We chose Laurie Halse Anderson as the recipient of the 2009 Margaret A. 
Edwards Award. 
2. We called Ms. Anderson to give her the good news and were videotaped by AL Focus. 
3. We wrote the press release and delivered it to the Midwinter Press Office, along with one copy 
each of the cited titles (with seal). 
4. We attended the Youth Media Awards presentation on Monday morning, January 26th. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We are finished with our work.  We are looking forward to the luncheon in 
Chicago during the ALA Annual Conference, and to meeting Laurie Halse Anderson in person.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None, at this time.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Stephen J. Crowley.  He could not/did not have a part in the final 
discussions that took place during our meeting at Midwinter.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = None.  
CONCERNS = None.  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We emailed immediately before the Conference.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Margaret A. Edwards  Award  2010  
CHAIR = Maren Ostergard  
EMAIL = ostergar@kcls.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Cindy Welch  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = ALA's Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA), on 
behalf of librarians who work with young adults in all types of libraries, will give recognition to 
those authors whose book or books have provided young adults with a window through which 
they can view their world and which will help them to grow and to understand themselves and 
their role in society.  
OUTCOMES = We discussed policies and procedures for the committee's work plan for the next 
year and year.  We then discussed the list of authors we had brought to Midwinter.  We narrowed 
our original list of 33 authors down to 14.   
ACTIONAREA = advocacy  
STRATEGIES = collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will be reading the works of the authors under consideration and discussing 
these authors and their works between now and Annual in July 2009.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
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UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = I spoke with Cindy at the leadership meeting and asked her a few 
questions I had about the committee's function.  She also attended our meeting for a few minutes 
so that the committee could meet her and know she was a resource if they had questions or 
concerns.  Cindy has been a great resource. 
 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Fabulous Films for Young Adults   
CHAIR = Katie Boyes  
EMAIL = kmboyes@kcls.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Dawn Rutherford  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Create a list of selected films. The purpose of this list is to identify 
for collection developers a body of films relating to a theme that will appeal to young adults in a 
variety of settings. Selection criteria consistent with the Library Bill of Rights shall be applied 
throughout the selection process. Titles chosen are of acceptable quality and are effective in their 
presentation. The group is working on selecting a theme for the 2010 list.  
OUTCOMES = We completed our selected list of films. We discussed themes for next years list, 
and at the request of the incoming chair we suggested four for consideration by the new 
members. She will bring the suggests to the new committee and hold on online vote to decide on 
next year's theme.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER = n/a  
WORKPLAN = The group will decide on a theme for next year and continue planning for their 
program at annual. Because many of the committee members have extensive experience in 
programming with film, they will focus on program at annual on how to execute successful film 
programs and advocate for teen film collections. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None at this time.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = none  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = none  
GUESTS = none  
CONCERNS = As a group we discussed recommendations for revising the committee 
procedures. The incoming chair will be submitting a request for board action.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = The change from selected films to fabulous films. We also discussed 
members serving on multiple selection committees simultaneously. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Fabulous Films for Young Adults   
CHAIR = Susan Wray, in-coming  
EMAIL = swray@joplinpubliclibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Dawn Rutherford  
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FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The committee's charge is to create a list, based on a theme, of 
films with teen appeal. The purpose of this list is to identify for collection developers a body of 
films relating to a theme that will appeal to young adults in a variety of settings.  
OUTCOMES = Created a list of 16 titles that fit the theme, Coming of Age Around the World, 
that have teen appeal.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = 1. To decide on a theme for 2010 and begin solicitation of suitable titles.  
2. To begin reviewing the nominated films. 
3. To update guidelines (THIS REQUIRES BOARD ACTION)in light of the new format. 
Guideline Changes to be considered:  
A. The committee discussed the guidelines and eligibility for films. With the change in focus we 
would like have these words "nor will it be reconsidered for subsequent lists" struck under the 
Creation of the List section of the guidelines. We views several films that would be good on a 
list, just not for this year's theme. We feel that if dates are not as relevant now that this is a 
themed list, many titles may be shut out in the future.  
B. Also in the Creation of the List section we'd like the viewing time changed. After the first 10 
minutes of viewing and the first vote, we'd like the next time period to be 20 minutes, not 10. 
And we'd like the third time period dropped. This means there would be two votes to continue; 
the one after the first 10 minutes, which would need to be unanimous to continue and the second 
vote after the next 20 minutes, which would require  3/4 or more members to vote to continue. At 
the end of that paragraph, we'd like to add "Additional votes are at the chair's discretion. 
Continuance is by simple majority of the committee membership."  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Katie Boyers, out-going chair, would have turned this in with her 
original post-con report.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = n/a  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = n/a  
GUESTS = Katie had this list and most likely turned it in with the original report.  
CONCERNS = I had none. Don't know if Katie turned in any or not.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = The filling of the Administrative Asst. position for the committee. 
Guideline changes.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Financial Advancement   
Committee CHAIR = Ma'lis Wendt  
EMAIL = mwendt@nyc.rr.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Dawn Rutherford  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Offer support and assistance to YALSA’s fiscal officer as 
requested, including attending BARC meetings as appropriate; overseeing the implementation of 
Friends of YALSA, including the development of a recognition program for individuals, 
organizations and vendors who donate funds, and providing suggestions for other viable revenue 
generating ventures to the YALSA Board. 
OUTCOMES = We had spirited discussions.  I've summarized our discussion and ideas below: 
Annual Conference Fundraising activities: 
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Margaret Edwards 20th anniversary -- sell  mugs with all 20 authors names inscribed on it. 
Raffle of autographed books and other small items    Tickets for $1 or 6 for $5 
On sale at all events and large meetings and at YALSA booth. Donation box for FOY at YALSA 
booth and at all events and large meetings -- with stickers "I gave to Friends of YALSA" or "I 
am a Friends of YALSA supporter" 
Ongoing Publicity: 
series of articles in YAttitudes by YALSA Emerging Leaders with a note of FOY sponsorship 
Future projects: 
New brochure text. Holiday thank you card with pictures of YALSA Emerging Leaders as 
recipients of FOY funding  
Other possible products-- FOY lanyard; calendar with pictures of  Printz winners with YALSA 
members or YALSA authors from Annual Conference breakfast 
Printz or Margaret Edwards bracelet  
Fundraising activity at every conference [Annual 2009, Midwinter 2010, Annual 2010, 
Symposium 2010 --silent auction if possible] 
Other suggestions: 
More transparency with FOY spending -- the Board should decide on how to spend FOY funds 
each year, using available balance from previous year and the specifics should be posted on the 
FOY website. Continue to strongly encourage all Board members and Committee chairs to 
donate $25 or more to be recognized as an FOY member [email to those members from FOY 
chair with this message]  
Email blast for donations should include a clause that recognizes that some YALSA members 
have already contributed to FOY in the past and that these donations are appreciated. Create a 3 
year and 5 year donor recognition categories with special pins/stickers/ ribbons [special perk 
could be free ticket to Author breakfast event] 
Targeted campaign to retired YALSA members with a letter from YALSA president and FAC 
chair 
FOY membership reminders to past donors 
Better placement of the "Donate" button on the YALSA website 
"Annual Giving Campaign Month" publicity 
Include FOY donation line on membership renewal form  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Associationsustainability 
 STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will be planning for the fundraising activities for Annual Conference, 
arranging for future YAttitudes articles and exploring new products to develop. 
See summary of committee discussion for specifics.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Daphne Daley, our vitual member, was unable to attend Midwinter.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = We would like an update on the Endowment Task Force discussion and 
guidelines.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Brief update of our discussion. 
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COMMITTEENAME = Frances Henne Award Jury   
CHAIR = Jana Fine 
 EMAIL = jfkidlib@yahoo.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Mary Hastler  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Judge applications for the YALSA Frances Henne/VOYA 
Research Grant. OUTCOMES = The jury picked Amy Alessio and Marc Aronson's proposal to 
determine what nonfiction literature teens enjoy reading and why. ACTIONAREA = 
advocacy,research  
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = To discuss ways to promote the grant and to review the applications 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = press release sent of YALSA office  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1 ABSENTMEMBERS = Jane Fenn was a virtual member 
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = The committe was good, although for some reason Louis Svehla did get mail 
from the Henne listserv.  I began to add her to the emails as we got closer to conference so she 
could particiapte.  
YES = yes LIAISONDISCUSSION = My first liaison was Sandra Payne and the Mary Hastler 
took over and had a brief commincation with me.  We talked about the award and publicity 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Great Book Giveaway Award Jury   
CHAIR = Vicki Emery  
EMAIL = vicki.emery@fcps.edu  
BOARDLIAISON = Sheila Schofer  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The Great Books Giveaway Jury is tasked with judging 
applications from school and public libraries in regards to degree of need and how the books 
would impact their communities.   
OUTCOMES = The Great Book Award Jury was tasked with reviewing and rating applications 
from school and public libraries regarding their need and how receiving the YALSA books 
would impact the YAs in their communities.  This year the award jury chose first, second, and 
third place winners.  First place went to the Lincoln County Public Libraries in Libby, Montana.  
Second place went to Creekside High School in Fairburn, Georgia.  Third place went to Jackson 
District Library in Jackson, Michigan.  Several members of the committee met briefly at 
Midwinter and began an article about the Great Book Giveaway.  YALSA has already put out a 
press release announcing the winners.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = This committee is essentially finished with this year's business.  I will be 
submitting committee comments and suggestions for the future to Nichole to be passed on.  I 
would like to be in contact with next year's chair in the near future. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = 
The committee has begun to draft an article.  Further work is required and will be forwarded 
when complete.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
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ABSENTMEMBERS = Jennifer Barnes Daphne Daly (virtual member) 
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We discussed some of the concerns of the current committee chair 
and also some of the comments from the current committee members. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Great Graphic Novels for Teens Committee  
CHAIR = Robin Brenner  
EMAIL = robin@noflyingnotights.com 
BOARDLIAISON = Francisca Goldsmith  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To prepare an annual annotated list of recommended graphic 
novels appropriate for teen readers.  
OUTCOMES = Our main accomplishment this meeting was selecting the final titles for the 
selection list.  From 154 nominated titles, we selected 53 titles.  The bulk of our meeting times 
were spent in discussion of the nominated titles, taking an initial straw poll at the beginning of 
the meeting and then creating the final list, with annotations, at the end of our time together. I 
also reported progress made on the Top Ten list posters and bookmarks.  At present we are still 
negotiating rights for the covers of certain titles with DC Comics and VIZ Media, so we decided 
that rather than launch the bookmarks and posters without the full lists represented, we would 
wait until we could make sure to have the full lists.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = I will continue to work on the downloadable poster and bookmark project, as I 
have been the main contact, and will coordinate with Eva as necessary next year to make sure the 
bookmarks and posters are finished and launched.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Christi Farrarr (for our business meeting only, Saturday 4-5:30pm), 
Sarah Couri (for our first Monday meeting, 10:30-11am) UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = During the Leadership Meeting, both next year's Chair Eva Volin and 
I met with Francisca, discussing some of the difficulties of working with graphic novel 
publishers as well as the more general concerns of leading a selection committee.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Intellectual Freedom   
CHAIR = Holly Anderton  
EMAIL = andertonh@carnegielibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Ruth Cox Clark  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To serve as a liaison between the YALSA and the ALA 
Intellectual Freedom Committee and all other groups within the Association concerned with 
intellectual freedom. To advise the YALSA on matters pertaining to the First Amendment of the 
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U. S. Constitution and the ALA Library Bill of Rights and their implications to library service to 
young adults and to make recommendations to the ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee for 
changes in policy on issues involving library service to young adults. To prepare and gather 
materials which will advise the young adult librarian of available services and support for 
resisting local pressure and community action designed to impair the rights of young adult users. 
To assume responsibility for the continuing education of young adult librarians regarding 
intellectual freedom. OUTCOMES = We furthered our plans for the planned Annual 2009 
program: Walk the Line: The Fine Line Between Selection and Censorship.  We finalized the 
program description.  We set up deadlines and assigned tasks to new members.  We are very 
close to confirming all speakers, and have made plans to create handouts for the presentation.  
We have set up a timeline for the program itself.  We believe our program will directly support 
YALSA's Strategic Plan, but educating members about ways to make their library a place where 
"all library staff regards teens as essential and valued library consumers."  If we value their 
interests rather than judging and censoring them, then we are valuing the teens themselves. We 
also discussed blogging for YALSA and agreed to blog more than once a month as a committee.  
We will accomplish this task by communicating more frequently among ourselves the stories and 
ideas of interest in the area of intellectual freedom.  In addition, we assigned bloggers to each 
month through July 2009. 
 ACTIONAREA = advocacy,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = By February 15th, we will collect the following from our panelists:  
1.  A signed consent form. 
2.  A bulleted list highlighting the 4 or 5 main points of their 10 minute presentation. 
3.  Any A/V or equipment needs. 
By March 1st, we will submit our program needs to YALSA. 
By April 30th, we will determine the best order of the the panelists to present. 
By May 31st, we have completed all of our handouts for the presentation. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Our final program description: 
MONDAY 
Walk the Line: The Fine Line Between Selection & Censorship   
 AASL, ALSC, YALSA   
Monday 10:30-12:30   
Selection policies notwithstanding, every young adult librarian faces the challenge of internal 
censorship when dealing with collection development. If you've ever paused before ordering an 
item out of fear of a challenge from the community, this program is for you.  Five panelists will 
discuss walking the fine line between selection and censorship within the areas of graphic 
novels, edgy and urban fiction, music, nonfiction, and religion.   
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Brian Boies - Brian's library system cut the travel budget.  Brian still has 
his own tasks to complete and will attend Annual 2009. UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = None 
 CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = I was able to speak with Ruth Clark at the Leadership Training.  Ruth 
and I discussed the possibility of extending the Chair's term from 1 year to 2 years.  The 
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importance of this position includes attending ALA IFC and FTRF meetings.  It would be great 
to give the YALSA IF chair enough time to get his or her feet beneath her, and enough time to 
establish strong relationships with the broader ALA Intellectual Freedom community, which is 
vast and can be somewhat daunting.  We hypothesized that if a YALSA IF chair had more time 
to establish these relationships, he or she will have a better chance to join ALA IFC, or the 
FTRF.  Both of these organizations may benefit from a member who is "on the ground" working 
with teens, and YALSA will be reciprocally awarded by more active representation. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Legislation   
CHAIR = Maureen Ambrosino  
EMAIL = mambrosino@cmrls.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Dawn Rutherford  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To serve as a liaison between the ALA Legislation Committee and 
YALSA and with other ALA youth groups and units interested in serving this age range, to 
inform and instruct librarians working with young adults of pending legislation, particularly that 
which affects young adults, to encourage the art of lobbying; and to recommend to the YALSA 
Board endorsement or revision of legislation affecting young adults which might be proposed or 
supported by the ALA Legislation Committee. 
OUTCOMES = We met with the Advocacy Task Force and set the calendar for the 28 Days of 
Advocacy blog project. We also discussed how we can support Tech Day on the Hill during 
Teen Tech Week. One other other outcome included a proposal for a program at Annual 2010 
that would bring library stakeholders together to tell us what they need from their libraries. Paula 
Griffith submitted the proposal before the end of Midwinter. 
Several committee members attended the joint youth divisions' Legislation meeting and learned 
what the other divisions are working on. A small group also attended the Blogger Meetup to 
learn how to blog for YALSA and find out what projects were coming up.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will be writing posts for the 28 Days of Advocacy project in February. Once 
that's finished, we will work on a tip sheet/toolkit to encourage librarians to implement a local 
event to complement Tech Day on the Hill. Once the YALSA Legislative Agenda is set, we will 
also work on updating the National Library Legislative Day talking points on the wiki. 
We also discussed rotating responsibilities for blogging about legislative issues. After the 28 
Days project is over, we will set up a schedule so everyone shares the workload.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Laurie Amster-Burton, virutal member. She got a grant to attend Annual 
this summer, though, and we're delighted she can join us! UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Nastasha 
Johnson - emailed me on Thursday while I was traveling to say she would not be there due to 
budget problems. We've talked since then, and she is interested and will be at Annual. 
Rebecca Duvall - no communication before, during or after Midwinter  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
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COMMITTEENAME = Local Arrangements  Committee  
CHAIR = Rose Allen  
EMAIL = rallen@mppl.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Cindy Welch  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To handle YALSA local arrangements for the ALA Annual 
Conference, in close cooperation with the division president and YALSA office staff.  
OUTCOMES = The committee discussed our primary responsibilities, schedules of programs at 
the annual conference, how Chicago information would be compiled and disseminated and who 
would be responsible for what. 
Action Points: Research and post links that are currently available on the Web including Chicago 
City events, walking tours, neighborhoods, festivals, President Obama/Hyde Park, Metromix, 
Yelp, etc. Research Museum free days, info about CheapTix in Water tower, what's happening 
Navy Pier( fireworks, Shakespeare Theatre, etc.) Compile info on what to do off the El/CTA 
lines, getting to and from the airport. Investigate Cub about White Sox about small giveaways. 
Explore restaurants that cater to special dietary needs (vegan, gluten free, etc.) restaurants close 
to hotels with price ranges, etc. Post info about the "New Mother's room at McCormick place on 
the YALSA Wiki and the ALA Wiki. A minimum of 1-2 LAC members should be at each 
YALSA program so a list will be created, updated and posted to the Lac Wiki.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Apply for a private committee  Wiki space to post and discuss information prior 
to posting on the YALSA Wiki. Post and update the YALSA Wiki and the ALA wiki with 
Chicago information to offer a value added element to conference attendees as they plan their 
visit to the great city of Chicago.   
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Write an article, "Chicago from a Young Adult Librarian's 
perspective including why the South Side is not so bad)" and submit to the editor of YAttitudes. 
Include info about the Location of the "New Mother's Nursing Room" at McCormick Place on 
any the YALSA Wiki abd on any print YALSA formats.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Heather Booth (on Pubns. Committee) Amber Creger  (on other 
committee) Brandy Morrill (on Intelectual Freeom Committee) Kathryn Salo unable to attend 
because of travel budget cuts.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS = None.  Meeting was most productive.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Cindy generously gave of her time to our committee. She was an 
exceptionally good listener and offered much encouragement to me as I struggled with some of 
my ineptitude issues. I did not have the confidence in myself prior to the meeeting, but, thanks to 
Cindy, I affirm that I will try my best and will always learn from my mistakes. It is a joy for me 
to work with a great team of members who have a passion for Teen Service. Cindy asked me, 
"what will be your legacy for the next LAC Chair?". When I submit my final report, I will 
definitly pass on my thoughts and suggestions. 
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COMMITTEENAME = Mentoring Program Task Force   
CHAIR = Dawn Rutherford  
EMAIL = drutherford@sno-isle.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Cindy Welch  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Develop guidelines for implementing a pilot round of a mentoring 
program that includes a reverse mentoring component and best practices from other mentoring 
projects, including those from past YALSA mentoring programs as well as from the 2007 
Emerging Leaders project recommendations. Progress reports will be submitted beginning with 
the 2008 Fall Executive Meeting, with a final report due for the 2009 Annual Conference.  
OUTCOMES = We had a very exciting meeting, in which we came up with a structure for the 
mentoring program which we feel has much potential. Rather than have one-on-one mentoring, 
which can falter when one member is busy or if the partner chemistry is not strong, we are 
proposing mentoring groups of four with folks from various points in their career.  For example, 
one group might include 1) a library school student; 2) an established teen librarian; 3) a teen 
services administrator or professor; 4) a retiree. Then, questions can be answered up and down 
depending on the needs of those in the group.  Then, to keep up momentum and bonding, once a 
month the group will be sent a conversation prompt.  This may be a question about a favorite 
technology or book, a small project for them to discuss for the Board, or an opportunity to share 
experiences.  The committee came up with a good list of starter questions, which shall be posted 
on the wiki.  We also came up with a lists of interests for folks to check off when applying for 
the program.  We felt they should be able to choose if having a group within driving distance 
was important to them or not.  And that they should have some interests in common (if possible) 
to help them bond.  We also discussed having the groups meet periodically on Meebo, and 
potentially have Q&A sessions with board members or YALSA office folks. Ideally we picture 
this launching a trial run after Annual with 10 groups of 4, running for one year. I consulted with 
the Membership committee and they should be free to take this on after Annual.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability STRATEGIES = 
outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will update the wiki and prepare a slightly more detailed report for the 
Board.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jana Fine was chairing another committee at All-Committee.  We 
touched base at the end of the meeting.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = No concerns at this time.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Confirmed she was my liaison! 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Michael L. Printz Award 2009   
CHAIR = Mary Arnold  
EMAIL = marnold@cuyahogalibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Paula Brehm-Heeger  
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FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select from the previous year’s publications the best YA book 
of the year, based on literary excellence. 
OUTCOMES = The committee met for two days and completed selection of a Printz 2009 
winning title and four honor books.  We annotated the selections, and completed the official 
press release template, which was delivered on time to PIO for editing.  We made our official 
phone calls Sunday (3 overseas!) which were videotaped by ALA, and attended the Youth Media 
Awards press conference.  Chair also booktalked Jellicoe Road for AL online  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will continue to communicate among ourselves and with our Board liaison 
to plan for the Annual conference Printz reception events. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = No concerns: we sent the most current publisher contact list and the electronic 
copies of the Printz Chair Handbook to the 2010 Printz committee chair and Administrative 
Assistant, and worked with them and YALSA staff for a smooth transition. We might suggest 
that a rudimentary “script” be created for the Printz committee’s author phone calls—we found 
ourselves so excited to be speaking to our winning author in Australia that we hung up and 
realized that we hadn’t said “this information is confidential”, although we did tell her when and 
how she could watch the webcast—we immediately called again to add that important part! 
But with possible substantial time differences, and the proliferation of online communications, it 
would be good to be sure this wording is included, and a script might help. 
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Just that we were working well and on track for our deadline! 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Michael L.Printz 2010  Award   
CHAIR = Cheryl Karp Ward  
EMAIL = ckward1@cox.net  
BOARDLIAISON = Nichole Gilbert  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To select from the previous year's publications the best young 
adult book ("best" being defined solely in terms of literary merit) and, if the Committee so 
decides, as many as four Honor Books.  
OUTCOMES = Meeting was to allow committee members to meet one another and to discuss 
literary merit and administrative requirement.  Questions and concerns were also addressed  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy  
STRATEGIES = collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Letter of introduction with preferred mailing addresses of members has been 
sent to publishing houses.  Committee will utilize listserv for discussion and post nominations on 
official nomination ballot. YALSAPUBLICATIONS = EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = John Sexton, Administrative Assistant UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
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CONCERNS =  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = I followed up the meeting with an email to Nichole for assistance in 
addressing some of the logistical concerns, i.e. reviewing books for professional journals or 
posting on websites during term on Printz. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Midwinter Institute   
CHAIR = Ritchie Momon and Dora Ho  
EMAIL = ritchiemomon@kclibrary.org/doraho@yahoo.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Cindy Welsh  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Plan and implement a full day Institute on a topic relating to 
serving diverse teen populations for Friday, January 23rd at the 2009 Midwinter Meeting in 
Denver. Tasks 
include: Creating & implementing an interactive curriculum for the day. Securing and liaising 
with dynamic and experienced speakers/presenters Working with YALSA's Program Officer, 
Nichole Gilbert, on logistics. Providing updates to the Board via pre and post conference reports. 
OUTCOMES = The institute was a success even though there were many last minutes obstacles.  
Yolanda Cuesta, one of the four speakers came down with Bronchitis and she was unable to 
present.  We had three very dynamic speakers: Jennifer Velasquez, Osei Baffour, and Vicki 
Emery, who captured the audience attention from beginning to end.  On the day of the program, 
the room was changed three times and several attendees were complaining about this particular 
issue.  Other than that, the program went very well and was well received by everyone.  (See 
evaluation summary from board liaison) Michelle and Tricia was very helpful during registration 
and the program.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability STRATEGIES = 
program,outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The task of the committee is completed at the end of Midwinter. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 4  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Midwinter Social Event Task Force   
CHAIR = Lisa Lindsay  
EMAIL = lisa.lindsay@fresnolibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Ruth Clark  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Plan and implement a social event that includes gaming (video, 
electronic, board, role playing, etc.) for the Friday evening at the 2009 Midwinter Meeting in 
Denver.  Tasks include: developing the content for the event working with YALSA staff on a 
budget, PR, providing updates to the Executive Committee for the Spring Conference in April 
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and the Fall Executive Meeting in October as well as provide updates to the Board in the 2008 
Annual Conference. 
OUTCOMES = Between Annual (08) and MW (09) we planned all components of the social 
event that took place the Friday night of MW, including recruiting others to assist us.  Friday 
afternoon at MW we met face-to-face to touch bases on who was doing what and to compose the 
evaluation which was written for the event.  Later that evening we met at the social event 
location to help hotel staff know how to arrange the room and to ensure AV equipment was 
located where we needed it.  There was a lot of help from the TTW committee (setting up as well 
as manning tables) as well as misc. others such as Kelly Czarnecki and Connie Urquhart.  Other 
committees arrived in time to assist with their table and this was much appreciated as well. For a 
complete write-up about the evening, including footage of the booktalking, go here: 
http://tinyurl.com/dl4juy 
Things for next year's group to consider/know:  1.  It really worked out well to have a lot of 
things going on, but the booktalking especially was good to provide people who were there alone 
an easy way to stick around without feeling alone.  In that light, think of a fun way to give people 
something to watch in some form or fashion so that once they've circled the room they don't want 
to step out the door!  Open bar helps in this regard too of course.  2.  People indicated they liked 
the different stations but some of the evaluations indicated we needed higher skill level options 
so don't underestimate the expertise of attendees.  3.  Everyone liked the open bar but that wasn't 
easy to pull off.  While working with YALSA staff, ask for what you think is needed to make the 
event a success.  This year, most things worked out in that regard at the last minute, but if we 
hadn't even asked initially it may have never happened.  4.  Get creative about technology since 
wifi is a major issue (cost!).  When we checked with Denver Public Library after annual it was 
already booked for that evening so if you are trying to think of alternative (more economical) 
venues do that as early as possible.  5.  There were only a handful of evaluations turned in but 
several indicated that the room should have been bigger.  AND finally: 6. A few people were 
creeped out by Galaxy Press being there and in particular they wondered why they were filming 
and what the film would be used for.  Also, one person especially didn't support YALSA inviting 
them to be there just because they offered free iPods etc.  (In reality they were scheduled to do a 
table long before they offered the cool prizes.)  That said, the prizes were a major draw in 
keeping people interacting so I think most people (who didn't complete an evaluation) were 
likely glad that the iPods were given away.      
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We finished our work with the end of Mid-Winter.  None of us will be serving 
again next year.    
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = NA  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = NA  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = She was not able to attend the social event but repeorted that she had 
heard good things when we met face-to-face the next day.  
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COMMITTEENAME = William C. Morris Debut YA Award Co mmittee CHAIR = Bonnie 
Kunzel  
EMAIL = bkunzel@aol.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Paula Brehm-Heeger  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The William C. Morris Debut YA Award debuts in 2009, honoring 
a debut book published by a first-time author writing for teens and celebrating impressive new 
voices in young adult literature.  
OUTCOMES = The Committee met to discuss the shortlist of five titles selected via email in 
December.  We then voted on the winning title: A Curse Dark As Gold by Elizabeth C. Bunce.  
We contacted the author, wrote the annotation for this title and submitted the appropriate 
paperwork along with copies of the book to the press office.  The committee chair and her 
administrative assistant, Susan Fichtelberg, also congratulated John Mason of Scholastic Press 
for his winning title.  We were at the press office Monday morning for committee photographs.  
We then attended the press conference and were proud to be the first committee to represent the 
Morris Award at this prestigious event.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER = 
 WORKPLAN = The work of this committee is over.  The next Morris committee is hard at work 
at this time.  My committee members are looking forward to coming to annual to celebrate with 
those shortlist authors who can attend and the first winner of the Morris Award at the YALSA 
authors breakfast on Sunday.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = An annotated list of the shortlisted titles, which can be added to as 
new winners are selected each year.  Eventually a book giving the history behind this award and 
annotating all the shortlist titles selected up to that date, as well as identifying the winners. 
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS = Our primary concern was the difficulty in choosing the shortlist of titles the 
Monday after Thanksgiving.  This proved to be impossible.  Committee members were away on 
vacation and could not be reached.  The original deadline date was Dec. 5. (Friday of the week 
after Thanksgiving.)  This date was changed to Dec. 1, the Monday after Thanksgiving, to give 
the press office more time to prepare the press release (?)  The committee feels that we needed 
more time instead.  Since YALSA can't fly the committee members to Chicago so that they can 
discuss and vote on the titles face to face, we need more time.  Besides, this is a calendar year 
award.  By insisting on a Dec. 1 deadline, you are cutting an entire month of YA titles out of 
consideration.  Please reconsider the deadline for this year's committee. My Administrative 
Assistant, Susan Fichtelberg, was invaluable.  I don't know what I would have done without her.  
In addition to backing me up as we kept track of all the titles being nominated and discussed, she 
did all the research, to be sure that a title was indeed the author's first book.  This included 
watching out for authors who had previously written picture books, adult books, textbooks, etc. 
or who had published under a different name. This was a very time-consuming task, and Susan 
did an excellent job. She also helped contact the publishers and request nominated titles when 
needed for committee members. The committee was concerned about who contacted the shortlist 
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authors.  The chair and committee members called only the winner at Midwinter.  The other 
award committees were contacting the honor authors as well as their winner.  If the Morris 
committee were all together in December, it would be very easy to notify the shortlist authors.  
Since that is not the case, can a conference call be arranged?  Or if that is not possible, at least 
the chair should be the one to call the authors who made this award's prestigious shortlist. Were 
the authors told when they were notified that they were on the shortlist that they were expected 
to come to annual, like the other award winning authors?  Evidently not, since some are not 
coming.  The committee feels that some event (like the Printz reception) needs to be set up to 
showcase these authors and give them a venue in which to speak.  An annual program presenting 
these brand new authors to the library community would be an excellent alternative.  Since 
authors anywhere in the world are eligible to win, and since we had an English author on the 
shortlist, what is the incentive for the publisher to bring that author to annual?  We wound up 
with the Printz reception because Bill Morris himself told the YALSA office that if we expected 
publishers to support this award and bring the winning authors to annual, then arrangements 
needed to be made to showcase them appropriately.  It is the Morris committee's firm belief that 
something similar needs to be set up for the Morris Winners.  We are grateful that arrangements 
were made at the last minute to include the Morris authors in the YALSA breakfast but feel 
something more should be done for them. 
We spent a lot of time trying to determine if certain authors had written anything before their YA 
titles, and if so, wondering why they still couldn't be included: 

• An author of a book in Spanish, published in Latin America, and only available there.  
Why couldn't that author's YA novel be considered? 

• An author of a physics textbook - hardly a book to be read by your typical teen, and yet 
that author's YA novel could not be considered. 

• An author who had only illustrated, never written, a children's picture book, but because 
that author's name was on the cover of the book, the YA title submitted to us by that 
author was not considered. 

• And why should an author of a children's picture book not be considered?  Certainly an 
adult author should not be considered because teens read adult novels, but a picture 
book?  Or an Easy Reader?   

The committee asks the board to revisit and reconsider the criteria for this award.  We feel we 
lost some excellent new YA voices because of these restrictions.This was an outstanding 
committee and I want to commend them to the Board.  It was a pleasure to work with them.  We 
faced quite a challenge as we tried to put into practice the Task Force policies and procedures.  
Discussing and voting via email, with no personal interaction was particularly difficult.  But they 
came through with flying colors.  And the discussion of the final five and subsequent vote at 
Midwinter was handled with cordiality and professionalism throughout. Thank you for giving me 
the opportunity to work with such a stellar group.  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We were in touch via email before conference.  i had her cell # and 
knew I could call her if I had any questions about any of the committee actions, procedures, etc. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Nominating Committee   
CHAIR = Michael Cart  
EMAIL = mrmcart@sbcglobal.net  
BOARDLIAISON = Linda Braun  
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FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = See previous reports  
OUTCOMES = The Committee's principal conference responsibility was helping stage manage 
the first-ever candidates' forum, which took place on Sunday morning. The committee chair 
moderated the forum and all members were present. A surprisingly -- and gratifyingly -- large 
crowd was also present. Approximately 75% of the candidates were able to attend (there were 
the inevitable clashing conference schedules, which precluded attendance by the balance but 
there's nothing that can be done about that, I'm afraid). Each candidate was given several minutes 
to make a statement and questions were then invited from the audience. From my perspective the 
Forum went extremely well. Candidates came prepared, the audience was engaged and 
enthusiastic, asking good questions and being grateful for the opportunity to meet candidates and 
to hear their presentations. I'd enthuasiastically recommmend that YALSA make this Forum a 
regular part of Midwinter. The Forum, by the way, was made available electronically at the 
YALSA website for the benefit of those were unable to attend the conference. And, it should be 
added, questions for the candidates were also invited, via the website, prior to Midwinter.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = None. Stick a fork in us; we're done.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = The next Nominating Committee will, again, want to work with 
publications to promote interest in becoming a candidate among the membership. I note that a 
session on career development will be offered at Annual; I hope some attention will be given 
there to serving in elected positions as a good career move (and an opportunity for personal and 
professional development). The Nominating Committee was asked to solicit statements from 
present and past elected YALSA officials for future use in stimulating interest in running for 
election. This request came right before Midwinter and I'm afraid got somewhat lost in the 
shuffle, though we did manage to deliver five testimonials.   
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None absent  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = My principal concern remains the potential impact of the depressed economy on 
members' willingness to run for office. One candidate for the Edwards Committee, for example, 
had to withdraw immediately before Midwinter because she could no longer afford to attend 
conferences. I'm afraid this will become a pattern. Future Nominating Committees will need to 
be especially careful in articulating conference attendance requirements when inviting members 
to become candidates. 
 NO = no 
 LIAISONDISCUSSION = 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Odyssey Audiobook Award Committee   
CHAIR = Pam Spencer Holley  
EMAIL = pamsholley@aol.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Christine Allen  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To annually select the best audiobook produced for children and/or 
young adults, available in English in the United States during the preceding year and, if desired, 
to also select honor titles.  
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OUTCOMES = We selected one winner and five honor titles. Winning title is The Part-Time 
Diary of a Full Time Indian. Honor titles: Curse of the Blue Tattoo; Elijah of Buxton; I'm Dirty; 
Martina the Beautiful Cockroach; and Nation.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER = There will be an Odyssey Program on Monday of Annual from 3:30 to 
5pm where the recipients of the Odyssey will receive their awards; at least one narrator, and 
hopefully others, will speak and thanks to a donation from the Audio Publisher Association [and 
to Beth Yoke] there will be a reception. 
In addition, these winning/honor titles are published through press releases, blogs, pages in 
Booklist and in YALSA and ALSC publications.  
WORKPLAN = At this point the 2010 Odyssey Committee has been appointed and Sharon 
Grover will be the chair.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = At present, with only two years of award history, it's a little early to 
do much in the area of publications.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = It was wonderful to see the blending of ALSC and YALSA baggage as we each 
came to these final meetings--members learned from one another and really worked to pick the 
best in the world of audiobooks. We are fortunate to have a wonderful consultant, Sue-Ellen 
Beauregard from Booklist, as she was able to give locating the contact info I needed for several 
publishers to being available to share her opinion on some touchy matters.  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Neither Christine nor I was able to free ourselves up to meet, but we 
all did fine. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Organization & Bylaws   
CHAIR = Melissa Rabey  
EMAIL = melinwonderland@yahoo.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Sarah Debraski  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = 1. To revise the Bylaws in order to clarify them and, when 
necessary, to recommend revision and amendment to improve them for the effective 
management of the Division, for the achievement of its state objectives, and to keep them in 
harmony with the ALA Constitution and Bylaws. 
2. To study and review committee functions, recommending changes in committee structure, to 
advise on the organization manual, and to make recommendations on other organizational 
matters.  
OUTCOMES = Our committee met during All-Committee to discuss the work we had 
accomplished since Annual.  We agreed that we would contribute an article to YAttitudes about 
the committee review process; Shari agreed to write the rough draft and submit it to the 
committee for our comments. We also discussed changing our function statement to better reflect 
the committee evaluation process. At the end of our meeting, we spoke with member groups that 
had been previously identified as desirous of of changes in their committee charges: Division & 
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Membership Promotion, Henne Jury, and YA Galley.  We got some information from these 
groups and will solicit more shortly.   
ACTIONAREA = Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = O&B was asked to wordsmith the proposed new charge for the Professional 
Development committee.  This will be completed by the chair and sent to the Board by March 6. 
O&B was directed by the YALSA Board to examine all Selected Lists policies for uniformity, 
returning to the Board with suggestions for consistent language, with a draft by Annual 2009 
Conference, and a final report by the Fall Executive meeting of 2009.  O&B will begin work on 
examining the policies and determining a list of proposed changes. The committee will discuss 
further whether a change to the committee charge is needed, and respond to the Board's request 
to evaluate whether this committee should become an interest or discussion group.  We will 
make a decision on this issue and submit any necessary paperwork by Annual 2009. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None at this time.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS = None  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We talked about committee members' concerns about the committee 
evaluation process and whether a change in our committee charge was needed.  
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Outreach to Young Adults with Speci al Needs Committee CHAIR 
= Vikki Terrile  
EMAIL = vcterrile@yahoo.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Michele Gorman  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To address the needs of young adults who do not or cannot use the 
library because of socioeconomic, legal, educational, or physical factors; to serve as a liaison 
between these groups and their service providers; and to identify and promote library programs, 
resources and services that meet the special needs of these populations. OUTCOMES = We 
finalized the theme for the upcoming Great Stories Club Round III and created a short list of 
titles. 
We discussed concerns surrounding using Luna in some juvenile detention settings for the 
current Great Stories Club program and if we wanted to offer additional resources.  We decided 
the materials project directors already had were adequate. 
We discussed whether we wanted to offer a program for Annual 2010; we opted not, but 
discussed several ideas that could work as a program and/or publication for the future.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Complete selection of titles, write discussion questions for Great Stories Club 
III.  We are currently discussing the Board's request for our committee to be reformed as a 
Discussion Group or Interest Group.  
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YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Lisa Youngblood Tracy Lynn Keeley (virtual member) Deborah Motley 
(virtual member)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Introduction.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Outstanding Books for the College Bound  
CHAIR = Sarajo Wentling  
EMAIL = sjwentling@yahoo.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Christine Allen  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To prepare a revised and updated edition of the Outstanding Books 
for the College Bound booklists every five years.  The purpose of the list is to provide reading 
recommendations to students of all ages who plan to continue their education beyond high 
school.  
OUTCOMES = • Finalizing the 2009 OBCB list and drawing up a rough draft of annotations. 
• Submitting Program Form A for a possible OBCB program for Annual 2010. 
ACTIONAREA = marketing  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Our committee appointment is officially over as of the end of Midwinter, but we 
still have to put the final touches on the annotations and introduction for the 2009 list and submit 
to the YALSA office.   
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = N/A  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = N/A  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Partnerships Advocating Teens (PAT)  
CHAIR = Amber Creger  
EMAIL = acreger@chipublib.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Michele Gorman  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To explore, recommend, initiate, and implement ways of working 
with other organizations that work for youth. 
OUTCOMES = I. PAT sponsored program at Annual ’09 in Chicago: 
-Instead of just having four panel speakers for our program at annual, we will feature a 
“Showcase of Successes” during the program. We will do this by soliciting best practices from 
the YALSA community via an application.  
-The four main program speakers that are lined up to speak are 
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Gail Bush (author of School Buddy System), Tasha Squires (author of School Library 
Partnerships), Robin Willard (Chicago Public Library, Young Adult Specialist) , and Anna 
Koval (Sacramento School District).  
II. Publication Ideas: 
Our committee will write an article for YALS fall ’09 edition about school and public 
collaborations that work and are easy to replicate. 
III. Blogging for YALSA:  
As a committee we decided to become monthly contributors to the YALSA blog. 
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning 
 STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = I. Program 2010 Annual 
-Our final program description needs to be into Nichole by Jan. 30. Committee members will 
post recommended changes to the wiki by Jan. 27th and will vote on which one to use. 
-Amy Pelman volunteered to rework the “showcase” application. When she finishes it, Amber 
will forward the document to Stevie in the YALSA office for distribution. 
-During our March meeting we will look at the showcase applications to determine who our 
addition presenters will be. 
-Additional program details that come up will be dealt with during our monthly chat meetings. 
-Amber will meet with the School-Public Library Cooperation Committee about their 
contribution to the program. 
II. Publications  
-The deadline for the YALS article is July 1. The committee will decide who  
will write this at the April virtual meeting. 
III. YALSA Blog 
-After midwinter, Amber will contact Linda Braun about committee blogging. 
-At our February meeting, we will discuss which committee member will 
blog for which upcoming months. 
IV. Virtual Meetings: 
-We will meeting every 3rd Wednesday of the month at 10:00 am (CST) 
using Meebo. The chat transcript will then be posted on the PAT wiki for committee members to 
refer to. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jamie Mayo (serving on Odyssey Awards Committee) and Jessica 
Moore (eight months pregnant and could not travel)  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Sarah Kline Morgan  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS = We encountered no problems. I would however like to recommend Amy Pelman 
to succeed myself as committee chair, since my term is up after our July meeting. YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Ms. Gorman was very helpfully in helping us define our upcoming 
program at annual. We were going to pursue a more traditional format of four panel speakers, but 
she suggested we integrate participants from our “showcase of success” to mix up the 
presentation a little bit.  
Originally our committee had discussed created a survey about school and public library 
cooperation. Ms. Gorman informed that the general feeling about surveys from the members was 
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that there were already too many out.  So as a committee we decided not to conduct a survey at 
this time. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults   
CHAIR = Karen E. Brooks-Reese  
EMAIL = brooks1@carnegielibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Michele Gorman FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To annually prepare one to 
five annotated list(s) of at least ten and no more than twenty-five recommended paperback titles, 
selected from popular genres, topics or themes. OUTCOMES = The PPYA committee, over the 
course of three days, executed straw polls of nominated titles; discussed all nominated titles; and 
selected 93 titles for inclusion on a total of four themed lists.  The committee members and 
subcommittee chairs collaborated on writing annotations for each of the selected titles.  The 
subcommittee chairs also, in some cases, edited their list's scope statement to ensure it reflected 
the final list. We also determined our themes for 2010 lists.  The committee chair visited a 
YALSA board meeting to learn the results of our Request for Board Action -- although the 
requests did not pass, the board will look into the idea of term limits on committees across the 
board.  The committee chair also met with the incoming chair, Beth Saxton, to discuss with her 
the duties of the chair and the case of a poor-performing committee member. After the 
conference, the committee chair (on the advice of the YALSA president) contacted the 
committee member who was not performing well and addressed our concerns.  We gave her a 
one-month period to improve her performance.  At this point, the new chair reports that she is 
nominating titles and participating in email discussion, so it appears that being informed of our 
concerns was an impetus for her to improve her participation.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER = Outreach to YALSA members via notification of PPYA list 
announcement on YALSA-BK.  Informed several selected authors of their inclusion via 
Facebook or Twitter, resulting in increased publicity of PPYA.  Participated in discussion on 
several outside blogs regarding selected titles.  
WORKPLAN = The new chair has determined the subcommittee assignments, begun discussion 
on list scopes, and opened nominations.  Between now and Annual we will continue to nominate 
titles and discuss our lists as a whole with an eye to have an effective discussion in Chicago.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 4  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jillian Suback  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = Approximately 13 guests over the course of three days, with several guests returning 
for multiple meetings.  Four incoming committee members sat in on our meetings this year. 
 CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = *Requests for Board Action *Committee members with poor 
performance 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Preconference 2009 Half-day Planning Task Force  
CHAIR = Mary Hastler  
EMAIL = hastler@hcplonline.info  
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BOARDLIAISON =  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To plan, organize and implement, with the assistance of YALSA's 
Program Officer, a half day preconference about moving up the career ladder to take place at the 
2009 Annual Conference. The event should include information about how to write a 
CV/resume, what skills are necessary to move into management, career options for librarians, 
etc. 
OUTCOMES = The Task Force discussed and plan effective ways of promoting the 
preconference to include creating flyers, posting on wikis, Facebook, LinkedIn, YALS article, 
and email blasts.  Members were given assignments and are actively working on the project.  
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We are in the process of developing the marketing and promoting components 
for the program.  We are also in the process of firming up the speakers and facilitators to include 
contract negotiations. YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS =  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Progress of the Task Force in preparing for the program.   The 
economic crisis has made it difficult for potential speakers and panel presenters to commit this 
early in the year.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = President's Program Planning Commit tee  
CHAIR = Susan Person; Robyn Lupa  
EMAIL = sperson@ci.broomfield.co.us; rlupa@jefferson.lib.co.us BOARDLIAISON = Sarah 
Debraski FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = OUTCOMES = - Reviwed program logistics. 
- Updated the progress of program planning. 
- Devised speaking points for the presenters (Chicago 826 and Write2Xpress). 
- Planned for a slideshow to be viewed before/after the program and, later, online.  
- Drafted a program agenda. 
- Finalized the program title: Creativity Counts:  Nurturing Teens' Talents at Libraries Large and 
Small 
- Drafted a program description.  
- Determined AV needs for the program.  
- Created "to do" lists and assignments for committee members.  
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = - Solidifying the participation of the presenters.  
- Creating a slideshow.  
- Planning and preparing handouts for the program 
- Continuing to pursue sponsors for the program 
- Continuing to promote the program through various professional resources and publications 
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- Possibly putting together a booklist of "creative" titles to hand out.   
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Program description is: The 2009 YALSA President's Program will 
feature speakers who are sure to inspire the audience to engage teens' creative juices at their 
libraries. Whatever the medium, creativity can and should be nurtured and advocated by 
librarians who work with teens. This program will highlight the realistic potential of all types of 
libraries, both big and small. The presentation will include speakers as well as a slide show of 
inspirational ideas from libraries around the country. 
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Sophie Brookover, Angela Parks  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = General program details, especially timing.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Professional Development Committee  
CHAIR = Sarah S. Erwin  
EMAIL = sserwin12@gmail.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Sandra Payne  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To use YALSA's strategic plan, goals and mission as a foundation 
to create, enhance and facilitate professional development opportunities and resources for library 
workers at all levels of professional growth who serve teens as well as to promote best practices 
in professional development. To work with YALSA member groups and the Board to identify 
and promote professional growth opportunities for YALSA members, including selecting 
members for special training opportunities such as the ALA Emerging Leader program.  
OUTCOMES = We discussed the Emerging Leader applications and how it was a difficult to 
select a candidate because questions did involve discussion of work with teens. The committee 
would like to request that, if possible, the applications could include questions that require 
candidates to include work done with teens and/or future plans for working with teens. We also 
felt a spot on the application for work done at the state and national level would be helpful. We 
also discussed the “ask an expert” resource online that is part of Sarah Debraski's "Engaging the 
YALSA Community" theme. We discussed a timeline for completing this charge and the how-
tos. Within the month of March we hope firm up the timeline and divide up the tasks required to 
complete this. The last item we discussed was the Professional Development web site. We 
discussed changing this to a wiki and our hope is divide up the sections of the web site and 
assign sections to committee members for updates. On the wiki we would like to include new 
professional development books that are updated annually as well as state conferences and 
events  
ACTIONAREA = Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We are working on a timeline and hope to have that finished by the end of 
March with tasks assigned to each member of the group.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = None  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Mary A. Wepking, Jennie A. D. Evans 
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UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Ruth Jean Shaw  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS =  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Program Clearinghouse   
CHAIR = Morgan Doane EMAIL = mdoane@kdl.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Kim Patton  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To review, facilitate and coordinate the planning and evaluation 
for all conference and non-conference program proposals and to make overall recommendations 
to the YALSA Board on the package of programs for Annual Conferences.  
OUTCOMES = We were able to sit down with almost every committee and talk about the 
program planning process. We also made sure everyone knew when the form a's were due. Since 
then we have looked over all the form A's and a recommendation list will be put together to 
submit to the board shortly.  
ACTIONAREA = Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = other  
STRATEGIESOTHER = Our committee members communicated with other committee 
members. In addition, we have been reviewing the forms submitted for programs @ annual 2010.  
WORKPLAN = As soon as possible, I will be submitting a document to the board with our 
recommendations for programming. After that and once we have heard back from the board 
about which programs are gong forward, we will contact the people in charge and walk them 
through the next steps they need to take.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Eventually, I plan on writing a piece about the program planning 
process from idea conception to program fruition. That will be after my program at annual 2009.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Pam Spencer Holley Susan Riley  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Michelle Bayuk (sp?)  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We talked about all the programs that were streaming in and also 
what to do about the multitude of form a's with book discussion topics. 
 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Publications Committee   
CHAIR = Heather Booth  
EMAIL = teenreadersadvisor@gmail.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Michele Gorman  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To develop a publications plan in the areas of young adult services 
and materials, to identify topics to be covered and potential authors; to oversee and coordinate 
the YALSA publications plan; to regularly review all YALSA publications in all formats and 
make recommendations to the YALSA Board regarding those needing revision or elimination. 
OUTCOMES = Heather attended the ALA Joint Publishing meeting and learned how other 
divisions address their publishing needs, and learned some tools for being an effective liaison. 
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We reviewed a book proposal and clarified the information we'll need from the potential author. 
Heather met with Erin Downey Howerton to work on a proposal for a revision of the "Bare 
Bones" book.  In our meeting, we discussed as a committee the direction the book would 
take.Heather made contact with a potential author for the Tech side of the joint TTW/TRW 
manual and now has some leads for potential authors for the TRW end.We decided to submit a 
program for Annual '10 and Heather completed Planning Form A.We discussed some potential 
YAttitude article topics with Erin and will follow up as needed.Committee members made 
contact with many of their liaison groups. 
We redistributed our workload among members based on individual strengths and virtual 
status.This was a very productive meeting for us and we have many projects to follow up on 
now!  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = program,publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Find a coauthor for the TRW/TTW Manual.  Assist authors with their proposal. 
Find an editor for the Outstanding Books for the College Bound book revision.  Assist editor/s 
with their proposal. 
Keep the author/subject list, based on what is being published in our field, current and well 
organized. 
Assist Yattitudes and YALS editors as needed within our capacity as a committee.If our program 
for Annual '10 is approved, begin planning program. Y 
ALSAPUBLICATIONS = n/a  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Cindy Mediavilla Laura Amos (virtual member) 
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = Erin Downey Howerton (YAttitudes)  
CONCERNS = In past reports and contacts with other YALSA committees, we have sometimes 
seen and heard that "an article about topic X, Y or Z would be nice/ would help further our 
mission."  We would like to encourage those committees to remember that they may be the best 
and most qualified people to write those articles!  The publications committee is here to help 
authors find topics, and topics find authors and publication venues, so let us know how we can 
help you.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Techniques for effective committee management and a few 
procedural details.  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers   
CHAIR = Joy Millam EMAIL = jmillam@pylusd.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Paula Brehm  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = CHARGE To prepare an annual annotated list of recommended 
books appropriate for reluctant young adult readers. PURPOSE 
The list is for young adults (ages 12-18) who, for whatever reasons, do not like to read. The 
purpose of this list is to identify titles for recreational reading, not for curricular or remedial use. 
OUTCOMES = We released a list of 91 titles from 178 nominations that have been field tested 
on reluctant readers. The titles appeal to a wide variety of teens. Ultimately, we were striving to 
put at least one book on the list that every reluctant reader could relate to personally. We worked 
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well together with the greatest commitment to preparing the list collaboratively, with teen 
feedback.  
STRATEGIES = outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER = This committee uses outreach and collaboration unceasingly to help 
create the list with which we are charged.  Several members reach out to organizations such as 
detention facilities, group homes and classrooms to gather the needed feedback from teens. The 
teens are of great importance to the process and we are proud to give them a voice (which we 
have assumed in the relevant future that they will continue to have a weak voice). Our committee 
is committed to continuing to give teens, particularly reluctant readers, a voice in the creation of 
this list. The act of developing relationships with the above mentioned facilities and groups 
results in ongoing opportunities for collaboration. We use our wiki to communicate and further 
collaborate with each other, sharing information and feedback.  
WORKPLAN = The group will be taking a few weeks off, read leisurely and then ramp up with 
new nominations being accepted in late February/early March. Nominations will continue 
through early June for discussion at Annual. After Annual we will accept nominations through 
October and then continue to gather feedback in preparation for Mid-Winter 2010.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = N/A  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = N/A  
GUESTS = We had a couple of authors, a teen advisory group member, along with several 
publishing representatives.  
CONCERNS =  
NO = no  
LIAISONDISCUSSION =  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Research   
CHAIR = Sandra Hughes-Hassell  
EMAIL = smhughes@email.unc.edu  
BOARDLIAISON = Ruth Cox Clark 
 FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = The committee's official charge is: "To stimulate, encourage, 
guide and direct the research need of young adult library service; to compile abstracts, and 
disseminate research findings."  
For 2008-2009, the committee was specifically charged to:  
• Create a mission statement and refereeing process for a new online and to submit it to the 
Board for approval at the 2009 Midwinter Meeting. 
• Compile an annotated bibliography of recent research.  The last one was published in 2005. 
OUTCOMES = Continuing Business 
1. YALSA electronic journal 
-Hughes-Hassell reported that the draft mission statement and refereeing procedures had been 
forwarded to the Board and thanked everyone for their work on this project 
-The committee discussed ways to ensure that YALSA members, especially practitioners, 
continue to be exposed to, and made aware of, research once the online journal is launched.  Our 
concern stemmed from the fact that many school librarians who belong to AASL admit that they 
do not read SLMR on a regular basis, if at all.  The committee suggests the following two 
actions:  
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1) each issue of YALS continue to feature at least ONE research article 
2) each issue of YALS point readers to the online YALS research journal by highlighting recent 
additions to it. 
New Business 
1.SLJ/YALSA collaboration on YA library services survey -Brian Kenney (SLJ) met with the 
committee to discuss a possible collaboration between SLJ and YALSA to gather data on YA 
library services, YA librarians, and/or on teens themselves. Kenney suggested that the data 
collected would include benchmarking data, as well as data on emerging topics -Kenney 
described two of SLJ’s ongoing research projects to us—the spending survey of SLMS and the 
technology use survey.   
-In a collaborative effort SLJ would offer: 
o A statistician 
o Software to administer the survey (closed and open-ended questions) o Access to potential 
survey participants o Continuity of data collection (currently SLJ conducts its ongoing surveys 
on a 2-year cycle) -SLJ would look to YALSA for an author or group of authors to work with 
SLJ’s staff and statistician to develop the survey, analyze the data, and write the SLJ article(s) -
SLJ would reserve the right to publish the findings first -YALSA could “own” the data, make it 
available to other researchers for further analysis, and distribute their own findings/analysis in 
other venues -After Kenney’s presentation, the committee discussed next steps: 
o Talk with YALSA board and YALSA ALA staff to determine YALSA’s interest in pursuing 
this collaboration and to receive guidance on the committee’s role in this project.  
o Develop a list of benchmark data (the PLDS 2007 questions about YA services might serve as 
a starting point) o Develop a list of research questions YALSA would like to see explored by the 
survey.  The committee brainstormed the following list of potential topics: 
§ Teen advisory boards 
§ Long term impact of YA services on teens § Professional development and educational 
background of YA librarians § Communication strategies that are effective with teens § 
Relationship between public/school libraries § Access to technology § Accountability issues § 
Impact of charter schools/homeschooling on YA services § Changing demographics of U.S. and 
impact on YA services o Finally, we discussed the coordination of PLA’s PLDS Questionnaire 
and the one proposed by SLJ. In a conversation later in the day, Hughes-Hassell learned from 
Denise Davis at ALA’s OSR that the YA section of the PLA survey will be repeated every 5 
years; since SLJ would be doing their survey every 2 years, how does YALSA want to 
coordinate these two projects?   
2.Annotated bibliography 
- The committee was charged with updating the annotated bibliography of research related to 
young adult services currently available on YALSA’s website. 
(http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/yalsa/profdev/research05.cfm 
- The committee discussed three issues related to this bibliography: 
o The expansion of the topics to include a category highlighting non-LIS research projects 
related to teens such as the PEW Internet and Life Studies. 
o The need to move to continuous maintenance of the bibliography.   
o The possibility of adding tags to the citations so the articles could be searched.  
3. Items Needing Board Attention 
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The committee needs guidance from the YALSA Board on the possible SLJ/YALSA survey and 
the role the committee is expected to play in this endeavor.  Kenney would like to distribute the 
survey Fall 2009.   
Other Items 
Amy Struthers, Assistant Professor, College of Journalism & Mass Communications, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, joined the committee and described an NIH funded project she is currently 
conducting focused on teens and science education materials. 
ACTIONAREA = research  
STRATEGIES = collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The committee will update the annotated bibliography of divided the annotated 
bibliography of research related to young adult services currently available on YALSA’s website 
ALA Annual. The committee divided the bibliography by topic and each agreed to be 
responsible for locating articles and writing the annotations for the following sections: 
o Non-LIS Research Related to Teens:  Jennifer Burek Pierce o School Library Services to 
Teens: Linda Steele oPublic Library Services to Teens: Eliza Dresang o Intellectual Freedom: 
Julie Yen o Information Seeking: Elizabeth Figa o Young Adult Literature and  Teen’s Reading: 
Sandra Hughes-Hassell & Joyce Giuliani o Electronic resources & the Internet: Sandra Hughes-
Hassell 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = N/A  
GUESTS = Brian Kenney (SLJ), Amy Struthers (College of Journalism & Mass 
Communications, University of Nebraska-Lincoln), Janet Hilbun, Frances Jacobson Harris  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Committee's work and future directions 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Strategic Planning Committee   
CHAIR = Sheila Schofer  
EMAIL = s.schofer@brooklynpubliclibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Mary Hastler  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To make recommendations to the YALSA Board for the division 
strategic plan; to monitor and evaluate the existing strategic plan; to make recommendations to 
the YALSA Board for updating the strategic plan. 
OUTCOMES = Discussed strategies for promoting YALSA Great Ideas Contest including 
sharing with our local/ state YALSA members, blog post, list serv announcements etc. Discussed 
developing a rubric matching the outlined criteria.  May use other YALSA juries/contest judges 
rubrics as examples to follow.  Suggestion to have libraries and names removed to avoid any 
bias. Question as to how final entries will be sent to committee? Discussed timeline and contest 
winner announcement date of 7/13.  Recommend sharing our short list of finalists in advance of 
ALA Annual with YALSA Director/ Board, (since feasibility of implementation is a key 
factor)and then finalizing winners at ALA Annual and sharing recommendations with YALSA 
Director/ Board for final ok. Also discussed other ideas for continuing to promote YALSA 
Strategic Plan beyond the contest.  Suggestions included Jeopardy type game or similar online or 
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at all committee meeting. S.Schofer recorded info about Great Ideas Contest as possible podcast 
not sure if it will be used.  Posted info about the contest on YALSA Blog.  Promoted contest in 
NYC Metro area. Committee will continue to promote and send announcements via listservs etc  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = publication,outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Develop rubric for contest idea submissions. Continue to promote contest to 
members. Evaluate contest submissions and make recommendations for winners, while 
communicating with YALSA Director/Board. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Have a committee member, Stephanie Martinez, who can no longer 
commit to attending conference.  Wondering if it's possible that she could  finish out her term as 
virtual member.  She is interested in this option.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Stephanie Martinez  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Great Ideas Contest logistics  
 
COMMITTEENAME = Technology for Young Adults  
CHAIR = Kelly Czarnecki  
EMAIL = kczarnecki@plcmc.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Erin Helmrich  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To provide a forum for learning and discussion of the use of 
technology with young adults, to liaise with other groups and organizations on technology issues, 
to promote the use of technology and other media; to suggest ways to use those media with 
young adults; to advocate equal access. 
OUTCOMES = The chair attended the Board meeting where our Technology Innovation Award 
was proposed. The committee was given feedback on that meeting and asked how they want to 
proceed next. The committee talked at length during all committee about developing a resource 
for technology focused on Librarians who work with teens. We thought a core competencies 
guide (similar to what ALA put out for Librarians (http://tinyurl.com/b7c2t7) or YALSA for 
Librarians working with Young Adults (http://tinyurl.com/cxdxlm) focused on technology would 
be helpful. Making it broad enough so that it wouldn't lose it's relevancy would be important. We 
talked about expectations the chair has for the committee members as well as what the members 
can expect from the chair. One of the committee members (David Inabnitt) participated in the 
YALSA Mixer & Tech Playground at Midwinter to showcase podcasting technologies. We 
followed up with a blog post of what we did at Midwinter(http://tinyurl.com/cgr24r). All of the 
above information is added to our wiki.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,Continuouslearning  
STRATEGIES = program,publication  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We will continue to plan for our program session at 2009 annual as far as 
developing any handouts, ideas for committee participation at the session, and promotion of the 
event such as the blog. The committee will work on next steps for proposed Technology 
Innovation Award, taking into consideration the recommendations from the Board. The 
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committee will work on developing a resource focused on technology competencies for 
Librarians working with Young Adults. YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Nancy Keane had a conflict for All Committee so she attended at 
another meeting we scheduled for later on that day.  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = Lisa Lindsay was a guest at All Committee. There were about eight at our later 
meeting but I didn't get their names.  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = We (a group of chairs) talked about issues that we were having as 
Chairs at the Leadership Development meeting-primarily communication issues and getting 
committee members to respond. We thought it would be helpful too in regards to the pre and post 
conference forms if we got an automatic email or print layout of what we submitted so it could 
be easily saved on the wiki, shared with members, etc. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teen Read Week  
CHAIR = Alissa Lauzon  
EMAIL = aalauzon@comcast.net  
BOARDLIAISON = Erin Helrich  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To provide recommendations for each annual Teen Read Week to 
the ALA/YALSA staff; to assist in the selection of a slogan, the drawing up of a timeline, the 
creation of new items added to the tip sheet and Teen Reading website, and to recommend 
promotional activities and products.  
OUTCOMES = At Midwinter Conference, the Teen Read Week Committee met with a 
representative from ALA graphics and discussed the draft of the graphics they have put together 
for the 2009 theme. We began brainstorming subthemes for the 2009 theme and discussed how 
we wanted to put together booklists this year. We assigned topics for the monthly email 
newsletters that the YALSA office would like to send out between April and October.We 
discussed the Teen Read Week Wiki and have decided that it is in need of some reorganization 
and decluttering. We discussed potential articles for publication, including articles for 
publications outside of YALS. 
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = Between now and March 13th, the Committee will be pulling together a booklist 
suitable for this year’s theme so that ALA graphics can create a pamphlet for sale. Four 
committee members will be submitting their email newsletter articles to the YALSA office prior 
to Annual Conference. After the booklists are compiled, we will begin addressing the wiki.  We 
will be reorganizing it so that it is not so cluttered and more user friendly (without removing past 
content) and we will begin adding new content for the 2009 theme. 
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jennifer Maede  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
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YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = problem with a committee member 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Teen Tech Week   
CHAIR = Stephanie Iser  
EMAIL = stephanie.iser@gmail.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Linda Braun  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To assist with the planning and implementation of a week-long 
national initiative to encourage teens to use libraries’ nonprint resources for education and 
recreation and to help teens recognize that librarians are qualified, trusted professionals in the 
field of information technology. Committee responsibilities may include: Developing content for 
the Teen Tech Week web site such as professional resources for YA librarians, program and 
display ideas and lists of recommended web sites, video games, DVDs, audiobooks, etc.; 
promoting Teen Tech Week through efforts such as: contributing items to appropriate 
magazines, e-zines, blogs etc. within the library, education and technology fields and/or offering 
conference programs and publications as appropriate; assisting with the selection of an annual 
theme and related products; providing recommendations as to appropriate potential celebrity 
spokespersons and potential Corporate Sponsors, Promotional Partners and Non-Profit 
Supporters.  
OUTCOMES = TTW committee assisted with the ALA Midwinter Tech Playground event. 
Committee members administered the human bingo game, helped in the DS demonstration both, 
and talked to conference attendees about their TTW programs. We met twice during the 
conference to discuss committee business. Outcomes include a revised TTW mini-grant rubric 
that was easier to understand for all the graders. We came up with a process to track scores so 
that the data would be accurate and delivered on time and in a clean presentation. We also made 
plans to create several blog posts to promote Teen Tech Week and discuss new technologies. 
Heather Booth, from YALSA publications, visited our committee and asked who might be 
interested in working on a book/manual for TTW and TRW.   Kim Jackson volunteered to be the 
point person for TTW and planned to ask Joseph Wilk if he would like to contribute. To help 
with the continuity of TTW, we have applied for a private wiki space that would be used as a 
reference point for future committees members. The wiki will include notes from conferences, 
tips for the new committee, and project suggestions.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We graded 101 of the Teen Tech Week Mini-grant applications. Kathy 
Mahoney in the process of putting together blog posts related to our findings. i.e. interesting stats 
about the types of programs discussed in the grant applications. Stephanie Iser is coordinating a 
TTW blogging campaign that will take place during Teen Tech Week on the YALSA blog. Kim 
Jackson will be working with YALSA publications on arranging a TTW/TRW book. We will put 
together helpful committee information on the private wiki space, to help the future committees 
get oriented. This process will help with transition between committees and help things run more 
smoothly.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Teen Tech Week Mini grants  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Jami Schwarzwalder  
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UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = 
CONCERNS = The committee appointments for this term officially ended after the ALA 
midwinter Conference. However, the committee continues to work past this date to wrap up 
projects and promote Teen Tech Week.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Appointment times. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Trainer Program Task Force  
CHAIR = Stephanie A. Squicciarini  
EMAIL = Stephanie.Squicciarini@fairportlibrary.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Michele Gorman  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Develop a proposal that envisions a YALSA trainer program, 
which would enable YALSA to provide training and resources to library workers on the topic of 
teen services in an effort to work towards YALSA's goal to "be the driving force behind 
providing excellent library services to all teens."  The proposal should include goals, objectives 
and outcomes.  Progress reports will be submitted beginning with the 2008 Fall Executive 
Meeting, with a final report due for the 2009 Annual Conference. Taskforce size: 5-7 members, 
including the chair. OUTCOMES = Because we went over so much at our meeting...I think the 
easiest thing would be to include our note/minutes.  We had a VERY productive meeting!  And 
we want to make sure we are on the right track.  Much of what is here COULD be integrated into 
our final report and recommendation, due after ALA 2009/Annual.  But we need to know if we 
are going in the right direction.  In attendance: Stephanie Squicciarini (chair), Tina Frolund, 
Sarah Flowers, Jamie Watson, Erin Helmrich. Stephanie had prepared a folder for each 
committee member with pertinent paperwork. There is a general consensus that SUS is not 
working well. Some problems shared by those that were SUS trainers were, not good follow 
through, not consistent promotion, confusion about program.  There needed to be some 
centralized leadership, or clearinghouse, otherwise the trainers are underutilized. Also, the 
program was hidden on the website, and not well-marketed in general. 
WHO NEEDS IT? 
*Training is needed not just for YA Specialists, but for Non-YA people as well. YA is hot right 
now, and many YA specialists are very good. For example, generalist librarians need to know 
about the developmental assets. 
*We also need to get the word out in areas where ALA is not well represented.  
*Use library school connections as well as education departments. 
Can we be certified? Like “Certified Public Library Administrator?” or “YALSA approved” 
something like that?Many states have Continuing Education requirements, the New YALSA CE 
position will be a training person, coordinating Webinars – we assume this person will help a 
lot? 
WHO DO WE ALREADY HAVE? 
Figure out who is doing it now, and what they are doing? Survey all SUS graduates as a starting 
point: 
*When were you an SUS? 
*Location 
*Area of expertise 
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*Job/position/current contact information *Are you still actively involved in YALSA/YA 
services? 
*What training have you done in the last two years? 
*Do you charge a fee for your training? 
*Are you calling yourself SUS, or how are you being contacted/utilized? How do people find 
you? 
*What continuing ed have you yourself taken? 
*What do you do with training requests you can’t use? 
*Do you want to continue being a YALSA trainer? 
*Are you comfortable leading online training? 
*Will you travel to do training? 
*What audiences do you train? Teachers, librarians, teens, parents, etc. 
This questionnaire must be returned to continue in the program. 
Are you interested in participating in future “Train the Trainer” programs? 
Are you ok with being listed as a contact person for advice? 
An idea was floated – we should have a national leader and regional/topical leaders to help. 
TOPICS 
•Books/Readers Advisory 
•Reluctant Readers 
•YALSA lists and how to use them 
•YALSA initiatives – the “YALSA YEAR” (programming for various weeks/months, etc. 
•Programming in general 
•Brain development 
•Developmental assets 
• “on demand info” 
•TAGS 
•Teen spaces 
•Homework support/teacher librarian cooperation 
•Technology – not for teens, for those who work with them 
•Marketing to teens/teen related audiences 
•Be ready for hot topics (these topics may be getting played already – what’s upcoming) 
•YALSA competencies 101 
•Teen sensitivity – outsider can often help better than current staff. 
•Be sure to refer back to the strategic plan for all our initiatives 
WHAT TO EXPECT FROM A YALSA TRAINER 
•Quality control 
•Consistency 
•Guidelines 
•Only the elite – selective and accountable 
•Must take refresher courses 
•Start with current SUS trainers 
•Understanding that they will be the go-to person for a certain region/topic 
•YALSA will use marketing muscle 
•A selective application process 
•How is this done? Ongoing, or yearly/bi-yearly deadlines? 
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•Who will train? How often? How much? Where – would it be better to do it separate from 
existing conferences, or to tie  it in with ALA or YALSA symposiums? 
WHAT AUDIENCES CAN WE TRAIN? 
•School librarians 
•Public library staff 
•YA specialists 
•Trustees 
•Administrators 
•Other youth agencies 
•Library schools 
•School districts/teachers 
•State library associations 
•State cooperatives 
•Other ALA divisions 
WHAT CAN THE TRAINER EXPECT FROM YALSA? 
•The training needs some kind of cache 
•The trainer needs to stay current, needs opportunities 
•Marketing muscle 
•Forwarding of training requests 
•YALSA staff person to assist 
•Website is prominent and kept up to date. 
•Networking opportunities with other trainers 
•Official acknowledgement from YALSA 
Added by Stephanie:Who market Trainers to?   
Same list as who we could train. 
•School librarians 
•Public library staff 
•YA specialists 
•Trustees 
•Administrators 
•Other youth agencies 
•Library schools 
•School districts/teachers 
•State library associations 
•State cooperatives 
•Other ALA divisions 
How match up training needs with YALSA Trainers: 
•Create some kind of online questionnaire/form…a master form for all methods of YALSA 
training…and for all YALSA products (Online, webinars, institutes) 
•Some people know they need YA help, but may not know WHAT they need, so ask for some 
basic concerns  
oWhy/What? Specific issues want addressed?   
oHow? Online, in person, webinar, method of training…funding available?  Perhaps they have 
received a grant…or are applying for a grant?   
oWho? Who is/are the audience(s)? 
•Use answers to create a package/profile for training 
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•Possible they only need a “mentor” to contact…email advice…connect YALSA experts via 
email for these cases…further expands the YALSA network…and maybe not a paid training 
now, but could develop into a paid training: “Training on the Go: Instant Mentorship” 
•Refer YALSA Trainers based on this questionnaire 
•CE person track this with all other paid YALSA offerings 
How/When do these actual Trainer Programs? 
•Perhaps as one preconference offering attached to Symposium: 
oAdvantage: Takes place every two years…could be a regular “feature” of Symposium 
oFurther promotes Symposium 
o perhaps more regional trainers…those who cannot afford or cannot get to “Big” ALA 
Conferences 
•Attached to ALA or Midwinter? 
oAdvantage: Already established conferences 
oDisadvantage: Makes for a longer conference…could make it out of reach of some.   
•Attached to PLA?  AASL?  
oAdvantage: targets specific trainers based on focus of conference 
oDisadvantage: Possibly inhibits school/public crossover/cooperation 
•Separate from any? 
oAdvantage: could perhaps be done in YALSA Offices (if we do get to move to our own floor J); 
Smaller workshops…more focused/intense/directed/intimate 
Other considerations (some of these are touched on above to…but to summarize): 
•Cost of becoming a YALSA Trainer…has to be seen as worth it (what will be their return on 
their or their system’s investments 
•Could Trainers get CE credit 
•Could Trainers be actually YALSA Certified?   
•Need a method for tracking trainers and following up on training done…QUALITY…not 
QUANTITY 
ACTIONAREA advocacy,marketing,research,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = other  
STRATEGIESOTHER = The end goal of the Task Force could theoretically touch on all of these 
strategies.  
WORKPLAN = We really cannot move forward on our final report until we get feedback from 
the Board as to the direction our thoughts/notes have taken us.  Perhaps we can work with the 
new CE person hired on some of our reasonings and ideas?  And eventually we need to fine-tune 
our final report/recommendations.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Mary Long  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS = None  
CONCERNS = None...other than needing feedback after Board discusses our work so far.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Michele and I met before the TF meeting to make sure I understoond 
what our goals are.  Knowing this background info was tremendously helpful and helped me 
focus.  We also touched base after our meeting briefly and I told her how pleased I was with how 
much work we had done. 
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COMMITTEENAME = TV Task Force   
CHAIR = Connie Urquhart 
EMAIL = libraryconnie@gmail.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Linda Braun  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = Develop a proposal that outlines the necessary technology, 
ongoing maintenance, management, and suggested funding sources for a web-based YALSA-
TV, including how it can be used as a vehicle to promote YALSA’s literary awards and selected 
lists, and to submit progress reports beginning with the 2008 Fall Executive Meeting, with a final 
report due for the 2009 Annual Conference.  
OUTCOMES = There was great discussion about the concept of a YALSA-TV site. Lots of good 
ideas about promotion and ways to involve teens. Specific tasks were assigned to each member 
of the task force, including: creating a survey, promotion, creating official guidelines, rewards & 
benefits for users, and some additional research-related tasks for everyone. We also discussed 
how we can collaborate with other YALSA committees such as the Galley comm and 
Technology for Teens. 
We have a time line in effect for completion of our charge at Annual.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing,Continuouslearning,Associationsustainability 
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = A survey has been created and we hope that teens will complete it during Teen 
Tech Week. After evaluating the results, we will move forward on guidelines, promotion ideas, 
and collaborative strategies.  
We plan to present this proposal at Annual.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Too soon for an official article but I plan to continue with 
informational updates on the blog.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = None  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = None  
GUESTS = Wendy Stephens; Amy Fiske  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Our board liaison is also a member of the group, so she's been very 
involved in our progress. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = YALSA Website Advisory Committee   
CHAIR = Kate Pritchard  
EMAIL = pritchkate@gmail.com  
BOARDLIAISON = Linda Braun  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To regularly provide oversight for YALSA web content and 
methods of distribution. OUTCOMES = We discussed the challenges of monitoring the public 
and private YALSA wikis to ensure that they were being used appropriately (e.g., without 
inaccurate, outdated, or duplicated content on the public wiki) and consistently.  We decided that 
each member would be assigned specific committees to liaise with and provide support and 
encouragement for their use of their wiki spaces.  Stevie Kuenn visited our group to discuss the 
YALSA Facebook fan page, and accepted our offer of help in updating the page.  The WAC will 
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now update the YALSA Facebook page on a regular schedule, similar to the work that we do in 
maintaining the YALSA MySpace page.  The committee created a tentative schedule, complete 
with slideshow themes, for updating both the MySpace and Facebook pages through July.  The 
committee also discussed collecting information on best practices for using social networking 
tools in libraries, and decided to suggest a program for Annual 2010 on this topic.  Members Ben 
Carter and Abby Patterson will write an article about using the YALSA wikis for YALS.  
Member Jody Wurl will begin blogging for the WAC on the YALSA blog.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,Associationsustainability  
STRATEGIES = program,publication,outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = We have a schedule for regularly updating the YALSA Facebook and MySpace 
pages, with each committee member assigned specific months.  The Chair will assign each 
committee member to specific YALSA committees as their liaisons regarding the YALSA wiki 
spaces.  We will continue to discuss and approve or deny requests for YALSA wiki space as they 
are submitted to us.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = Nothing at this time, since we have an article for YALS in the 
works.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2 ABSENTMEMBERS = Jennifer Doyon (virtual member) 
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS =  
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Linda was available at All-Committee to answer some questions we 
had about the setup of the Facebook page, the friending policy for the MySpace page, and other 
questions.  She also discussed the YALSA wikis with us and told us that all YALSA committees 
are being encouraged to use the wikis, so we should expect to receive more applications for wiki 
space soon.  She gave out business cards to all committee members and encouraged them to 
contact her directly, or via the committee chair, if they had any questions. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = WrestleMania Reading Challenge   
CHAIR = Connie Bush  
EMAIL = cbush@dbrl.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Kim Patton  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To plan and provide resources for the 2008-2009 Reading 
Challenge by selecting a required read (one each for middle and high school), updatng and 
expanding the existing toolkit, judging teen contest entries, creating trivia questions for the 
required read, creating and maintaining a page on the YALSA wiki and other activities as 
requested by the Board.  To judge student contest entries and choose a winner by February 6th, 
2009.  To submit pre-and post-conference reports to the Board,or additional ones as requested.  
OUTCOMES = Attending:  Shilo Pearson, Lori Guenthner and Connie Bush.  Specific 
assignments were given to each committee member (either at the conference or after) for writing 
the trivia questions.  We were asked to write an article for YALS about the teens reactions to 
winning and committee member Lori Guenthner agreed to write the article.  It is to be published 
in the Fall issue.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = publication,collaboration  
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STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = The committee will judge the bookmark contest and determine the winner for 
each of the three age groups for the five regions.  They will also write trivia questions based on 
the two books selected as the books for WrestleMania.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS =  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Catherine Andronik and Jessica Moore UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = 
GUESTS =  
CONCERNS =  
•Is it possible to have a link or popup to the WWE website from the YALSA website and have a 
YALSA link from the WWE website to help with tie-in? 
•Would WWE have an article or entire issue of their magazine on libraries and this joint 
program? 
•Could we have a podcast on the history of this?   
•Would it be possible to sell the mini-posters through ALA? 
•Ways to publicize more about WrestleMania—separate mailing, emphasize  books that boys are 
more likely to read and as contest for boys, have it at a different time so that it is a stand alone 
and not just a add on to Teen Read Week? 
•Create a bookmark with essentials of WrestleMania.  Bullet deadlines. 
•Work on toolkit to make it easier to use. 
•Promote by sending out email and not just on wiki.  More likely to read if it comes to my email. 
•In June, send out information about 2009-10 WrestleMania. 
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Time was built into the Leadership Development meeting.  This 
worked out really well. It was great to meet Kim and get her take on WrestleMania because she 
had served on this commitee and also because she is on the YALSA Board.  We discussed what 
the commitee did when she served on it. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = YA Galley   
CHAIR = Katie Klein  
EMAIL = kklein@sms.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Michelle Gorman  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To facilitate the exchange of information and galleys of books 
published within the current and previous years among the voting teen group members as well as 
the non-voting members; to annually prepare the "Teens Top 10" list for Teen Read Week; and 
to coordinate the public electronic vote.  
OUTCOMES = We discussed a program for 2010 Annual, and Carole Spann will do paperwork 
to advance that.  We agreed to have the advisors send a cumulative list of nominations in March.  
A group of Emerging Leaders is charged with promoting the Teens Top Ten list, so that was 
discussed.  They will probably use the 25 nominated titles for summer reading program 
materials.  Publishers and advisors gave feedback to each other and the committee: they would 
like us to take another look at the review form, publishers want all reviews electronically, 
advisors want publishers to let them know when the kids reviews are good enough to use for 
something.  Karen and Joy will look into a better way to get teens from different Galley groups 
to communicate.  
ACTIONAREA = marketing,Continuouslearning  
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STRATEGIES = program,collaboration  
STRATEGIESOTHER =  
WORKPLAN = In March we will collect nominations for 2009 TTT.  Galley groups will vote on 
slate of 25.  We’ll announce the slate, and communicate with Emerging Leaders about promoting 
the slate.  We’ll continue planning for the 2010 program, revisit the review form, and look for 
avenues for teens in the Galley groups to discuss what they’re reading.  We will also continue to 
support our Galley groups and publishers.  
YALSAPUBLICATIONS = none  
EFFECTIVENESS = 1  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Kelly Lasher  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = none  
GUESTS = Katie Fee Catharine Sotzing Kathleen Doherty Susan Chang Kathie Weinberg 
Valerie Nicholson Diana Herald Adela Peskorz Diane Tuccillo Jane Kokotkiewicz Jeanne 
McDermott Jerry Rogers Terry Borzumato Lisa DiSarro Anna Hartmann Lois Wallentine Jenny 
Choy Kris Baker Amy Fiske Bria Judkins Amber Kent Sarah Wright Lisa Worrell Lisa Martinez 
CONCERNS = This project always involves balancing a lot of different groups and timelines.  In 
the past couple of years we've changed a lot of things.  But, everyone beleives in the project and 
is committed to making it work better all the time.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Conference attendance, passing committee information to the next 
chair, and getting everyone involved. 
 
COMMITTEENAME = Youth Participation   
CHAIR = Dawn McMillan  
EMAIL = dmcmillan@bcpl.org  
BOARDLIAISON = Erin Helmrich  
FUNCTIONSTATEMENT = To establish guidelines and/or procedures to involve young adults 
in the decision-making process which directly effects their access to information and library 
service at local, state and national levels; to provide continuing education and public professional 
awareness of youth participation.  
OUTCOMES = The committee finalized the proposal for the Youth Participation Award, which 
was submitted to the board for discussion at the March meeting.  
ACTIONAREA = advocacy,marketing  
STRATEGIES = outreach  
STRATEGIESOTHER = WORKPLAN = The committee will work on a form/application 
template for the proposed Youth Participation award.  
EFFECTIVENESS = 2  
ABSENTMEMBERS = Members in Attendance: Dawn McMillan, Nicholas A. Franklin, Marcia 
R. Porter, Tanya Christine Torniali  Members Absent Excused: Linda Diane Landi, Karen T. 
Santamaria  
UNEXCUSEDMEMBERS = Jennifer L. Hartshorn  
CONCERNS = None at this time.  
YES = yes  
LIAISONDISCUSSION = Erin and I discussed the progress of the committee as well as some 
leadership tips.  
 


